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8:30 – 8:35 am
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Alex T. Postic and Susan Porter, Ethics CLE Co-Chairs
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Dean William C. Hubbard, University of South Carolina
School of Law
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IncluSELF: ALL IN
D. Nichole Davis, Risk Management Director, SC Bar
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Bioethical Issues in Health Law and Policy
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Anthony Hampton, LISW-CP and Beth Padgett, M.Ed.,
M.A., ADC

11:25 – 11:55 pm

2020 Ethics Year-in-Review
Michael J. Virzi, Esq.

11:55 – 12:00 pm

Closing
Charles F. Moore, President, Richland County Bar
Association

2020 RCBA Ethics CLE – Combined Biographies of Presenters
Dean William C. Hubbard
William Hubbard became Dean of the University of South Carolina School of Law in August 2020. He has
served as president of the American Bar Association, chair of the ABA’s House of Delegates, and
president of the American Bar Foundation and the American Bar Endowment. From 2019–2020, he
served as chair of the Standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary, which reports to the DOJ and the
U.S. Senate on the qualifications of federal judicial nominees. He is chair of the Board of the World
Justice Project; an Honorary Master of the Bench of Middle Temple in London; a fellow of the American
College of Trial Lawyers and the American Board of Trial Advocates and a member of the Council of the
American Law Institute and the Leaders Council of the Legal Services Corporation. Hubbard was
presented the Order of the Palmetto in 2002 and also received the American Inns of Court
Professionalism Award for the US Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit. In 2016, the Burton Foundation, in
collaboration with the Library of Congress, named Hubbard the recipient of its inaugural “Leadership in
Law” award. He served on the Board of Trustees of the University of South Carolina from 1986–2020
and served as chairman of the board from 1996–2000. Dean Hubbard earned a JD from the UofSC
School of Law and a BA in History, magna cum laude, from the University of South Carolina. In 2010, the
university awarded him its highest recognition, the Honorary Doctor of Laws. Dean Hubbard was law
clerk to U.S. District Judge Robert F. Chapman and is a former partner with Nelson Mullins Riley &
Scarborough LLP.
Nichole Davis
Nichole Davis serves as Risk Management Director at the South Carolina Bar and as administrator of the
South Carolina Supreme Court’s Lawyer Mentoring Program. Prior to joining the SC Bar staff, Nichole
litigated child abuse and neglect cases on behalf of the Department of Social Services. Nichole is a member
of Leadership South Carolina class of 2019, a member of the ABA Collaborative Bar Leadership Academy
Class of 2019, and a member of the SC Bar Leadership Academy Class of 2015. She is a recipient of the
2018 Silver Compleat Lawyer Award and in 2016, she was named SC Bar Young Lawyer of the Year. Nichole
currently serves on the ABA Standing Committee on Professionalism. She is a member of the National
Association of Bar Executives (Diversity Committee), National Legal Mentoring Consortium, SC Bar
Diversity Committee, and the SC Women Lawyers Association. Nichole also serves as an adjunct professor
at UofSC Law and as Chairwoman of the Board of Directors for The RAM Foundation, which offers a free
6-week summer enrichment program to underprivileged youth.
Cheslyne Brighthop
Cheslyne Brighthop is an Associate at Turner Padget. She started her legal career at the Richland County
Public Defender’s Office where she learned true advocacy for her clients and gained valuable courtroom
experience which allows her to fight tirelessly for those she represents. Prior to her career in public
service, she served as a judicial clerk to The Honorable William P. Keesley of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit.
Cheslyne’s practice is focused on representing individuals with professional licenses who are facing
disciplinary action and she also litigates insurance matters. The belief that everyone deserves effective
and top-tier representation is what motivates Cheslyne to do everything in her power to ensure a
successful result for her client. She is extremely dedicated in her service to the community, serving as
co-chair of the Richland County Bar’s Diversity Committee, chair of the SC Bar’s Young Lawyers Division
Membership Committee and the 5th Circuit Representative for the SC Bar’s Young Lawyers Division.
Cheslyne received her JD from the University of South Carolina School of Law in 2012 and her BA from
the University of South Carolina in 2009.

Ashley C. Story
Ashley Story takes a personal interest in public education since she attended SC public schools and
graduated from Cheraw High School. She is proud of her native roots and takes great passion in assisting
school districts and other public entities on a variety of topics ranging from employment and personnel
matters to student disciplinary concerns and tort issues. Ashley enjoys connecting with her clients and
others by presenting on various legal topics at conferences throughout the state. She previously
practiced employment law with J. Lewis Cromer & Associates, LLC, gaining experience in both federal
and state employment issues by representing employees in both the private and public sectors, giving
her a unique perspective on defending potential employment claims and providing legal advice as it
concerns personnel matters. Ashley is currently President-Elect of the Richland County Bar and will serve
as President in 2021. She obtained her undergraduate degree in International Business and Marketing
from the UofSC with Honors from the South Carolina Honors College. Prior to graduating from UofSC
School of Law, Ashley served as a Public Interest Law Fellow and clerked with SC Legal Services and
Richland County CASA. She was actively involved with various law school activities, including the Mock
Trial Bar, Vice President of the Pro Bono Board and a member of the Black Law Student Association.
C. David Beale, Jr.
David Beale was born and raised in Columbia, SC where he attended Dreher High School. While in high
school, he used two of his summers to travel to South Africa, Mozambique, and Nepal. That passion to
see the world and experience life and cultures outside of the United States continued and, after
obtaining a bachelor’s degree in English Literature at the University of South Carolina, he served two
years in the United States Peace Corps. Upon his return to the states, he served as a unit director for the
Boys and Girls Club of the Midlands before attending Mercer University School of Law in Georgia and
graduating in 2013. After practicing as both a Public Defender and Assistant District Attorney in the
suburbs of Atlanta, David decided it was time to come back home to Columbia. He returned and
defended businesses and their insurance carriers before returning to his roots by serving every day
citizens navigate the confusing world of litigation. When he’s not helping his clients, David can be found
playing music around town, on the golf course, or hanging out somewhere with a beach.
Lamar Fyall
Lamar Fyall is an Assistant Solicitor for the Fifth Judicial Circuit of South Carolina, which serves Richland
and Kershaw Counties. He is a 2009 graduate of Winthrop University, where he received a BA in
Psychology and a minor in Philosophy. In 2014, he received his JD from the University of South Carolina
School of Law. He joined the Fifth Circuit Solicitor’s Office as a Law Clerk in June of 2012 and became an
Assistant Solicitor in December of 2014. Since that time, he has prosecuted a range of cases from
misdemeanors to homicides and currently prosecutes cases for the violent crimes team. Lamar is a
member of the Young Lawyers Division of the South Carolina Bar, where he serves on both the Diversity
Committee and the Color of Justice Committee planning forums and community events to encourage
demographic diversity as well as diversity of thought in the legal profession. In addition, Lamar serves his
community by attending neighborhood meetings on behalf of the Solicitor’s Office, volunteering at
various public schools, coaching the USC BLSA mock trial team, attending Career Fairs, working with youth
and speaking for nonprofit organizations throughout the Midlands. He is a member of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. and the Richland County Bar’s Diversity Committee.
Leslie Simpson
Leslie Simpson is an attorney with the South Carolina Association of Counties. A native of Houston, Texas,
Simpson earned her JD from the University of South Carolina School of Law and her BA from Claflin
University. Simpson was named a 2019 Phenom by the Columbia Regional Business Report for her
influence on the community and being an up-and-coming go-getter who is changing the landscape of the

Midlands. Simpson is a member of the USC Law Young Alumni Council, the South Carolina Black Lawyers,
and the South Carolina Bar Association, where she serves on the Diversity Committee and the Professional
Responsibility Committee. She is also a member of the Richland County Bar, where she is an active
member of the Diversity Committee. Simpson is a past member of the SC Bar Young Lawyers Division,
where she served as past co-chair to the Diversity Committee, responsible for award winning
programming focused on uncomfortable conversations concerning diversity in the legal community.
Simpson is currently the cheerleading coach at Claflin University and is a member of the Richland County
Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
Professor Jacqueline Fox
Jacqueline Fox is a Professor of Law at the University of South Carolina School of Law. She received a BA
from Sarah Lawrence College and a JD and LLM from Georgetown University School of Law, completed a
post-doctoral Greenwall Fellowship in Bioethics and Health Policy at Johns Hopkins and Georgetown
University, and was a Donaghue Visiting Scholar of Research Ethics at Yale University. Professor Fox
teaches Health Care Law and Policy, Public Health Law, Bioethics, and Torts. She has published
numerous articles on health law, health care financing and regulation, and health care reform in
publications including the University of Cincinnati Law Review, Buffalo Law Review, Seton Hall Law
Review, the Yale Journal of Health Policy, Law, and Ethics, the International Journal of Healthcare
Technology and Management, and The Hasting Center's Health Care Cost Monitor. Her current work
closely examines the newly created Independent Payment Advisory Board, which is tasked with capping
the costs of the Medicare program.
Anthony Hampton
Anthony Hampton is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Certified Addictions Counselor, and Registered
Yoga teacher serving in private practice in Columbia, SC. He received his BS in Theater, Speech and
Dance, and his master’s in Social Work, both from the University of South Carolina. Anthony brings a rich
and diverse background to his practice: as a father, former professional ballet dancer, business owner
and person in long-term recovery. He describes his therapeutic approach as being centered in the clienttherapist relationship. It is the therapeutic relationship which allows us to co-create a path for improved
functioning, healing, and personal growth. “Trust is a must.” Anthony prides himself on providing a safe,
compassionate, and welcoming atmosphere for this work to unfold. He works with adult individuals,
families, and couples addressing a wide variety of emotional and behavioral concerns. Special areas of
interest include substance use disorders, behavioral addictions, PTSD and unprocessed trauma, chronic
anxiety, depression, divorce, loss and grief, family of origin, as well as issues around sexuality. To learn
more about his services or to schedule an appointment, visit www.AnthonyHamptonTherapy.com.
Beth Padgett
Beth Padgett was named Co-Director of Lawyers Helping Lawyers at the South Carolina Bar in April 2018,
after having served as Assistant Director since December of 2010. Beth received a Bachelor of Arts
Degree from the University of South Carolina, a Master of Education degree from the University of
South Carolina and a Master of Arts in Human Behavior and Conflict Management from Columbia
College. She has completed numerous graduate hours in counseling and addiction studies at USC. Beth
holds a certification in drug and alcohol counseling through the South Carolina Association of Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse Counselors and certification as a Grief Specialist through the University of Wisconsin at
Madison Continuing Education Program. She completed the Mindfulness for Professionals Program at
Duke Integrative Medicine Center in 2011 learning to bring the benefits of mindful awareness into her
work with attorneys and law students. She has also completed Phase I of Koru Mindfulness Teacher
Certification, a mindfulness program for emerging adults developed at Duke University; a 200-hour yoga

teacher training course in 2014, teacher training in Y12SR (Yoga for 12-Step Recovery) in 2015, and
numerous continuing education hours in yoga, including laughter yoga, and mindfulness, including
Mindfulness Based Addiction Recovery.
Michael Virzi
Michael Virzi teaches first-year Legal Research, Analysis and Writing I & II and Professional
Responsibility. He has also taught upper-level courses in Advanced Legal Writing and Fundamentals of
Law Practice and Professionalism. Prior to becoming a full-time faculty member, Mr. Virzi taught as an
adjunct professor at the School of Law and taught Business Law I and II as an adjunct professor in the
Paralegal Studies program at Midlands Technical College. He came to the School of Law from the South
Carolina Supreme Court's Office of Disciplinary Counsel where he investigated and prosecuted attorneys
for ethical misconduct. Prior to working for the Disciplinary Counsel, Mr. Virzi practiced in the areas of
commercial and business litigation and creditors' rights. He received his BA in Political Science from the
University of South Carolina in 1991 and graduated cum laude from the University of South Carolina
School of Law in 2000. He is a member of the South Carolina Bar, the North Carolina Bar (inactive), the
U.S. District Courts of North and South Carolina, and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.
Mr. Virzi has served on the South Carolina Bar's Professional Responsibility Committee since 2011 and
the Ethics Advisory Committee since 2003, including as Chair from 2007–2010. He is a member of
several state and national organizations involving legal ethics and is a frequent CLE speaker and law
school guest lecturer on the topics of legal ethics and the lawyer discipline process.





D. Nichole Davis
Risk Management Director
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information that proves our preconceived beliefs
and to disregard information that is contradictory.
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RCBA Annual Ethics CLE – Friday, November 20, 2020
“Diversity in the Legal Workplace: Educate Yourself from the Perspective of Others”
A panel discussion moderated by Cheslyne Brighthop & Ashley Story.
Panelists: C. David Beale, Jr., Lamar Fyall & Leslie Simpson
Potential discussion scenarios for 30-minute session, roughly 10 minutes per topic/scenario
with identified panelist to lead off discussion for each one. Simple slides will also be made
outlining each scenario but since this is a virtual presentation, we want the bulk of the session
to be devoted to the panelists and their discussion.
Scenario 1: An associate lawyer, Brenda, who is white, is approached by her senior partner,
Laura (also white), and asked the following question as it pertains to Brittany, an African
American associate attorney in the same firm: “Why does Brittany wear her hair in thick
braids? Don’t you think that looks unprofessional?”
How might Brenda respond? What perceptions/judgments does Laura make about Brittany
and other Black women’s hairstyles? What can we learn from this exchange and how might we,
as lawyers, work together to educate one another and prevent similar instances? How might
this scenario go differently if Brittany, seeking advice from her supervising partner, Laura, asked
Laura the following: “Laura, I’m due to appear in court this week for a hearing; do you think
that the judge (a white male) will take me seriously if I wear my traditional African braids rather
than style my hair in a more relaxed fashion?”
Scenario 2: During an internal firm communication, a white partner, Sarah, asked her copartners and associate lawyers to provide feedback about another law firm and anyone’s
experience with that firm. In response to this email inquiry, another white partner, Bob, in the
same firm responded, “that’s a firm of black lawyers.” When an African American lawyer, Ted,
in the firm questioned Bob’s response, other white lawyers in the firm opined that Bob was not
racist. Indeed, Bob visited Ted in his office and told Ted he wasn’t racist. He also asked Ted,
during that same discussion, to refrain from sending out any communications about the
situation to the firm and/or others.
In confidence, Ted shares this scenario with you and discusses his feeling that if Laura asked this
question about a predominately white law firm, Bob’s response would not have been, “that’s a
firm of white lawyers.” How do you advise Ted moving forward? Did Bob’s comment suggest
something untoward about a diverse or minority firm and/or was his response racist –
implicitly, explicitly, or both? Is Ted validated in his concern that Bob likely would not have
identified a law firm comprised of mainly white members in the way that he identified a firm by
its black membership? What effect, if any, does Bob’s request of Ted (not to discuss the matter
further in the firm) say about the need for understanding of diversity and implicit bias in the
legal community?

What steps can the firm consider taking to educate all of its staff members, including
leadership, about implicit bias to further diversity to avoid scenarios like these? In the wake of
national tragedies that negatively impact minority communities, like George Floyd’s death and,
most recently that of Walter Wallace, Jr., others – how can leaders of our legal community,
particularly those in large firms, encourage diversity and work with each other to foster
awareness of these ongoing injustices?
Scenario 3: Toni has practiced at the County Public Defender’s Office for five years as a deputy
public defender. Everyone knows that Toni is Jewish, and Toni shared with his colleagues years
ago that he keeps kosher. Whenever the office throws a party (birthdays, communal holidays –
such as Thanksgiving and Christmas), Toni contributes to the money pool for the supplies like
everyone else, but the party organizers never offer kosher food options. In fact, no one ever
suggests celebrating Jewish holidays, either. Toni is a nice guy, and he never complains. Each
party cycle, he contributes money but always for refreshments that he knows he cannot enjoy
and brings his own food in keeping with his personal religious beliefs.
Putting aside the obvious employment issues plagued by this scenario, how might you, as a
friend or colleague, advise Toni to handle this situation or do so on his behalf, if the latter is
appropriate? In firms and offices where holidays and other events are celebrated, how can
attorneys be cognizant of including lesser known and more diverse activities/beliefs/customs
that are meant to be enjoyed in the same or similar way as those that are more
common? Taking it a step further, would it be appropriate for office management, in this or a
similar hypothetical, to ban all celebrations in the wake of attention being brought to Toni’s
Jewish faith?

Bioethical Issues in Health Law
This short talk will cover three interesting concepts within bioethics that have important
implications for the practice of law when people are advising care providers and patients.
Importantly, a better understanding of these issues will help lawyers satisfy their ethical
obligations to a wide range of clients who may be dealing with heated and difficult situations.
The issues these relate to are all hot button ones in terms of people’s political and moral stances.
Bioethics has some tools that help ratchet down the breadth and scope of disagreement when
decisions have to be made, and so these topics will all be discussed using those bioethical tools.
1. Fetal/maternal distinction
2. Doctrine of double effect
3. Autonomy v. Ethics of Care

Ethics Update 2020
By Michael Virzi

Richland County Bar Association
Free Ethics CLE
Friday, Nov. 20, 2020

I.

Discipline Cases
In re Dotson
428 S.C. 253, 834 S.E.2d 460 (2019)
In re Rawlinson
428 S.C. 394, 835 S.E.2d 512 (2019)
In re Gaines
428 S.C. 538, 836 S.E.2d 791 (2019)

Each of these three lawyers failed to adequately represent clients and communicate with
them, and each was suspended for between one and two years (all retroactive to the dates of their
interim suspensions). Several clients of each lawyer complained about failing to communicate or
failing to pursue their matters. Two of the opinions discussed the lawyers’ emotional and health
issues that contributed to the problems in their practices. Each of them initially failed to respond
to ODC’s Notice of Investigation and was subsequently placed on interim suspension.

In re Brannon
428 S.C. 644, 837 S.E.2d 488 (Dec. 18, 2019)
Lawyer quoted a client $5,000 for a PCR action, and client paid $1,000 toward the fee.
Lawyer told client he would file the PCR application upon payment of the balance. Client’s
grandfather paid the balance a year later, which Lawyer incorrectly accounted for as a new matter,
and Lawyer failed to file the PCR application until after the statute of limitations expired, resulting
in dismissal.
The court publicly reprimanded Lawyer, noting that his “duties to provide competent
representation and act with reasonable diligence and promptness arose on the day he was retained
…. [A] lawyer may not condition the duties of representation on the payment of fees.”
1

In re Sloan
429 S.C. 124, 838 S.E.2d 499 (Jan. 22, 2020)
Lawyer falsified time records and expenses, billing clients for work not performed and
expenses not incurred. Lawyer also made false and misleading statements to clients about the status
of their cases to cover up his failure to complete work. He agreed to a three-year suspension, which
the court applied retroactively to the date of his interim suspension in 2017.

In re Moody
429 S.C. 627, 841 S.E.2d 624 (April 8, 2020)
429 S.C. 629, 841 S.E.2d 625 (April 8, 2020)
Lawyer was disbarred in 2014 and has not been reinstated. Two new complaints were filed
regarding his conduct prior to disbarment, alleging misappropriation of funds. In two separate
orders, the court ordered Lawyer to make restitution to the clients and to pay the costs of the
disciplinary proceedings.

In re Dickey
430 S.C. 346, 844 S.E.2d 665 (2020)
Lawyer failed to adequately represent several clients, taking fees from them but not
following through on their matters. Several filed complaints, to which Lawyer initially failed to
respond, resulting in interim suspension in 2015. He ultimately agreed to a suspension of up to
three years. The court suspended Lawyer for one year, retroactive to the date of his interim
suspension.

In re Brooks
430 S.C. 499, 845 S.E.2d 915 (2020)
Lawyer was disbarred for providing false information on her S.C. Bar application. Lawyer
failed to disclose:
1) a 2005 DUI arrest;
2) that she had been denied admission in North Carolina twice and Idaho once for
failure to disclose the DUI arrest in each of those bar admission applications as
well;
3) that she altered a document in her Wyoming Bar application and subsequently
withdrew that application when the Wyoming Bar instituted and investigation;
and
4) that she was charged with failure to cooperate along with a DUI arrest in 2014
(she did disclose the 2014 DUI but not the additional charge).
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In re Parrott
431 S.C. 112, 846 S.E.2d 470 (2020)
Lawyer was disbarred for his third disciplinary offense involving harassment of
women. The first was pulling down women’s swimsuits at the beach; the second was taking
pictures up women’s skirts at the grocery store; and this one was for exposing himself and
masturbating in public.

In re Wern
___ S.C. ___, ___ S.E.2d ___ (Oct. 7, 2020)
Lawyer was disbarred for using his trust account to make payroll and pay law firm
bills, not reconciling the account or maintaining client ledgers, writing trust account checks
to “cash,” and ultimately being over $400,000 short. ODC concluded its investigation in
2013, and Formal Charges were authorized that year but not filed until six years later.
Meanwhile, Lawyer was initially placed on interim suspension in 2013, but the
interim suspension was lifted six weeks later on the condition that he have no access to any
firm bank accounts and his partner file monthly trust account compliance reports with
ODC. Apparently she did that for seven years and Lawyer continued to practice without
incident, but ODC did not pursue the discipline case until 2019.
The Hearing Panel of the CLC recommended a six-week suspension with “credit
for time served” during his 2013 six-week interim suspension. The Supreme Court held
that an unjustified delay by ODC in prosecuting a case may be considered a mitigating
factor only if the lawyer can show prejudice.

II.

Ethics Advisory Opinions
S.C. Bar EAO 19-05
representing two clients against one defendant

Lawyer wants to represent homeowners in a breach of contract claim against their builder,
while Lawyer already represents one of the builder’s subcontractors in a payment claim against
the same builder. The committee opined that the representation may be prohibited if there is a
significant risk that the total of the two clients’ claims exceeds the funds available to satisfy them.
If such a risk exists, Lawyer may represent both only of both give informed consent and Lawyer
believes the representation of both can be accomplished competently and diligently. The
Committee noted that if the risk materializes—if the total claims exceed available funds—and the
clients cannot agree on a distribution of the funds, then Lawyer would have an impermissible
conflict. The possibility of withdrawal is one of the risks that must be explained to the clients at
the start of the representation in order to for their consent to be “informed consent.”
3

S.C. Bar EAO 20-01
competitive keyword advertising
Lawyer wants to bid on competitor lawyers’ and law firms’ names as search terms for
online ad placement. The committee opined that bidding on a competitor’s name does not violate
the Rules of Professional Conduct as long as the lawyer’s ad is properly identified as the lawyer’s
and not as the competitor’s, which would deceptively mis-direct a web user with a deceptive link.
The Committee’s opinion was based on the near-unanimous view of other jurisdictions that have
answered the question.
The PR Committee then immediately began working on proposal to create a rule that
competitor keyword advertising would violate.

III. Rule Change Proposals
Rule 1.10
screening lawyers for conflicts
The Bar approved a PR Committee proposal to adopt screening procedures to prevent
imputation of conflicts within a firm when a lawyer moves between firms, consistent with the
Model Rule and with screening procedures elsewhere in the S.C. Rules (1.11 for government
lawyers moving into private practice and 1.18 for conflicts related to prospective clients). The
House of Delegates approved the proposal, and the Bar has forwarded it to the Court for
consideration.

Rule 3.8(g) & (h)
post-conviction evidence of innocence
The PR Committee and the Bar have proposed that the court adopt a modified version of
these Model Rule subsections to require prosecutors to disclose post-conviction evidence of
innocence and, if it’s within the prosecutor’s jurisdiction, to investigate whether further evidence
may confirm innocence. If the evidence is clear and convincing, the rule requires the prosecutor to
take reasonable steps to remedy the conviction. The House approved the proposal, and the Bar has
forwarded it to the Court for consideration.
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Rules 7.1-7.5
communication & advertising
The PR Committee and the Bar have proposed that the court revise the advertising and
communication rules to accomplish several goals:
 eliminate misunderstandings about what is and is not advertising by changing
the title of Rule 7.2 to “communications concerning a lawyer’s services”
 codify the “accolades” opinion (S.C. Bar EAO 17-02)
 expand the referral fee prohibition to including giving or promising anything of
value in exchange for referrals, but also to create two exceptions consistent with
the ABA Model Rules:
o nominal gifts
o a mutual exchange of referrals between lawyers if:
 it’s not exclusive
 the client is informed, and
 it’s in the client’s best interest.
 limit the solicitation regulation to only those sent to people known to be in need
of legal services
 eliminate the 30-day waiting period for solicitations in personal injury and
wrongful death cases
 eliminate the antiquated special rules for patent & admiralty lawyers
The House approved the proposal, and the Bar has forwarded it to the Court for consideration.
The Court received a separate petition to amend Rule 7.2 to add the following new
restrictions to television ads:
 when past results are spoken aloud in an ad, a specific “results may vary”-type
disclaimer must be spoken aloud in the same tone, volume, and cadence;
 all printed disclosures and disclaimers must appear in white lettering against a
black background in a box no smaller than 1/6 the size of the screen; and
 references amounts obtained must include the month and year of the result.

Rule ___, SCACR
lawyer-to-lawyer dispute resolution board
The PR Committee has approved a proposal to adopt a new Appellate Court Rule that
would create a dispute resolution board to arbitrate disputes among lawyers regarding division of
fees. The proposal will be presented to the Board of Governors at an upcoming meeting.

Rule 42, SCRFC
transactors for uncontested divorces
The former Executive Director of the Bar has petitioned the Court to adopt a rule allowing
a lawyer to serve as a “transactor” (or “facilitator” or “intermediary”) to represent both parties in
an uncontested divorce.
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